
 
Halfway Nursery Infant School – Mathematics Medium Term Planning 

 

Teacher: Miss Maloney & Mrs 

Featherstone 

Class: Foundation 2 Term: Summer 1 2016 Computation/Number Focus: 

Halving, and sharing equally.  

Recognising teen numbers 

1 more, 1 less 

SSM Focus: 

3D Shapes and measuring 

Learning Objectives (from Skills Progression): 

 

Computation/Number 

30-50 months   

Beginning to represent numbers using fingers, marks on paper or pictures. 

Shows an interest in representing numbers. 

40-60 months Counts objects to 10, and beginning to count beyond 10. 
Says the number that is one more than a given number 

In practical activities and discussion, beginning to use the vocabulary involved in 

adding and subtracting 

Records, using marks that they can interpret and explain. 

Begins to identify own mathematical problems based on own interests and 

fascinations. 

ELG Children count reliably with numbers from one to 20, place them in 

order and say which number is one more or one less than a given number. 
They solve problems, including doubling, halving and sharing. 

 

SSM Focus 

30-50months  
Shows an interest in shape and space by playing with shapes or making 

arrangements with objects. 

Shows interest in shape by sustained construction activity or by talking about 

shapes or arrangements. 

Beginning to talk about the shapes of everyday objects, e.g. ‘round’ and ‘tall’. 

40-60 months 
Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and ‘flat’ 2D shapes, 

and mathematical terms to describe shapes. 

Selects a particular named shape. 

ELG  They explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and use 

mathematical language to describe them. 

Outcomes: 

 

Numbers: 

 I record my work  

 I can count beyond ten 

 I can say which number is one more or less 

 I can order numbers to twenty 

 I can use addition language such as more and add 

 I can solve problems, including doubling, halving and sharing. 

SSM: 

 I use shapes to build 

 I talk about the shapes I use in simple terms – ‘It is long’ 

 I can describe 3D shapes 

 I can pick out a given 2D or 3D shape 

 I can name some 2D and 3D shapes 

  

Key Vocab: 

 Number   

 Count  

 How many 

 More/less 

 Number names 

 Count back 

 Add  

 Count on 

 3D shape names 

 Long/short 

 Flat/round 

 Corner/Edge/Side 

 Half 

 Double 

Resources: 

 

Numeral cards 

Objects and resources to count (*linked to book 

or topic) 

Number lines 

Washing lines  

Construction set with 3D shapes 

Large 3D shapes 

Labels  

 

 


